We invite you to join our community as we redefine how product selection for contract environments should happen.

What We’re About.

My Resource Library (MRL) is streamlining the design process for the contract and hospitality interiors markets. What began as online access to resources once found in a physical library has evolved.

We're an enhanced database of resources that simplify communication between architects, designers, furniture dealers, manufacturers, rep groups, and their clients.

As designs today demand increasingly innovative product options, MRL offers a one-stop-shop for designers and specifiers to efficiently search, learn, categorize, share, and perhaps most importantly get inspired. In short, MRL is where design work happens.

Getting Design Work DONE.
MRL offers features to meet the unique needs of the contract & hospitality interiors markets. Specifically designed to integrate into businesses in an ultra-portable format, here are just a few things MRL enables industry professionals to do:

**Eliminate Spec Errors.**
Virtually eliminate specification errors with MRL. Manufacturer pricing and other specification information is always up-to-date. We leverage our custom technology to thoroughly scan the internet to ensure our information is always available and always accurate.

**Find an Efficient Source for Inspiration.**
Ever wish Google had a “contract interiors” filter? Well, MRL is your answer. Find the products and inspiration you are looking for, efficiently. Each manufacturer is formatted into the same, easy-to-understand layout so you can easily find what you need.

**Do Brilliant Work Anywhere.**
Creating brilliantly designed environments requires work to happen anytime, from anywhere. MRL’s virtual library allows you to find inspiration in the ways you work best, and can be just the prompt you need to keep your project moving forward.

To learn how to design a customized and seamless experience for your audience, enhance your personalized library of products, and learn from our analytics, find out details on our MRL Pro Programs by contacting us at info@myresourcelibrary.com.